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Before WBefore We Disappeare Disappear
Hutchinson, Shaun David

YYA HUTCHINSA HUTCHINS

Fifteen-year-old Jack and sixteen-year-old
Wilhelm, assistants to--and captives of--rival
magicians, fall in love against the backdrop of
Seattle's 1908 world's fair, the Alaska-Yukon-
Pacific Exposition.

The MThe Most Dazzling Girl In Berlinost Dazzling Girl In Berlin
Wilson, Kip

All BoyAll Boys Aren't Blue:s Aren't Blue: AA MMemoir-Memoir-Manifestoanifesto
Johnson, George M

LovLove Me Me Fe For Who I Am, Vor Who I Am, Vol. 1ol. 1
Konayama, Kata

LovLovelesseless
Oseman, Alice

Briar GirlsBriar Girls
Wells, Rebecca Kim

Cheer Up: LovCheer Up: Love and Pompomse and Pompoms
Frasier, Crystal

Both Sides NowBoth Sides Now
Thomas, Peyton

YYA WILSONA WILSON

YYAA JOHJOH

YYA MN LOVEA MN LOVE

YYA OSEMANA OSEMAN

YYA WELLSA WELLS

YYA GN FRASIERA GN FRASIER

YYA THOMASA THOMAS

A fascinating historical novel about Hilde, an
orphan who experiences Berlin on the cusp of World
War II and discovers her own voice and sexuality and
finds a family when she gets a job at a cabaret.

A first book by the prominent journalist and
LGBTQIA+ activist shares personal essays that
chronicle his childhood, adolescence and college
years as a Black queer youth, exploring subjects
ranging from gender identity and toxic masculinity
to structural marginalization and Black joy.

Mogumo is a cute but lonely non-binary high
school student who just wants a few loving friends.
As someone who doesn’t identify as a boy or a girl,
however, finding people who really understand can
be a big challenge. When fellow student Iwaoka
Tetsu invites Mogumo to work at an untraditional
maid café, Mogumo is hopeful that things are
looking up.

At eighteen Georgia has never even kissed someone
(not even her lesbian best friend, Felipa) or
particularly even wanted to. At a prom afterparty
she is surrounded by couples making out and she
does not know what is wrong. But in college she
comes to understand herself as asexual/aromantic,
and learns to capture that part of her identity that
has always eluded her.

When a mysterious girl offers her a bargain, Lena,
who can kill with the touch of her skin, must
choose who to trust and decide what is more
important--freedom from her curse or power.

Through the rigors of squad training and amped
up social pressures (not to mention micro
aggressions and other queer youth problems), two
girls rekindle a friendship they thought they'd lost
and discover there may be other, sweeter feelings
springing up between them.

A transgender teen grapples with his dreams for the
future and a crush on his debate partner, all while
preparing to to debate trans rights at Nationals.
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Aristotle and Dante DivAristotle and Dante Dive Into the We Into the Waters of the Waters of the Worldorld
Aristotle and Dante (Book 2)Aristotle and Dante (Book 2)

GAGAYY & LESBIAN CHARACTERS& LESBIAN CHARACTERS

YYA SAENZA SAENZ

In this sequel to the critically acclaimed Aristotle
and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe, Ari
and Dante are determined to forge a path for
themselves in a world that doesn't understand them.
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ColdCold
Tamaki Mariko

YYA TAMAKIA TAMAKI

After being murdered, Todd Mayer, now some
sort of ghost, replays the events that led to his
death, while Georgia, who didn’t know Todd but
feels a connection, sets out to expose a killer in
their quiet town.
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Some Girls DoSome Girls Do
Dugan, Jennifer

Here's THere's To Uso Us
What If It's Us (BookWhat If It's Us (Book 2)2)

AnAny Wy Way The Wind Bloway The Wind Blowss
Simon Snow (Book 3)Simon Snow (Book 3)

YYA DUGANA DUGAN

YYA ALBERTALA ALBERTAL

YYA HEARDA HEARD

YYA ROWELLA ROWELL

An openly gay track star falls for a closeted,
bisexual teen beauty queen with a penchant for
fixing up old cars

When Ben and Arthur, two very different boys--
and ex-boyfriends who are stuck in the past--keep
running into each other in the present, they wonder
if fate is giving them a second chance at love.

When seventeen-year-old Veronica's photograph
of her introverted girlfriend goes viral, they are
sent into a spiral of fame and lethal danger as they
navigate the turbulent waters of their relationship,
secrets, acclaim, and the underground San Diego
artscene.

Simon, Baz, Penelope, and Agatha return to
England, back to the Watford School of Magicks,
and back to their families for a final adventure.

She's TShe's Too Pretty Too Pretty To Burno Burn
Heard, Wendy

Gabriel, Reese, Sal, and Heath are best friends,
bonded in their small, rural town by their
queerness, their good grades, and their big
dreams. But they have plans for the summer, each
about to embark on a new adventure. What will
this season of world-expanding travel and life-
changing experiences mean for each of them--and
for their friendship?

Fifteen-year-old Morgan has a secret: she can't wait
to escape the tiny island where she lives, where no
one understands her, and no one knows she wants
to kiss a girl. Then one night, Morgan is saved from
drowning by a mysterious girl named Keltie. But
Keltie has secrets. As the girls become friends and
then start to fall in love, everything they're each
trying to hide will find its way to the surface. . .
whether Morgan is ready or not.

Moving to New York City, the place where her
famous musician father died, Koda Rose becomes
obsessed with learning about his life while dealing
with her feelings for her best friend, Lindsay.

An encounter at a music festival brings together
two strangers--Toni, who is grieving the loss of her
roadie father, and Olivia, a hopeless romantic--
changing both of their lives forever.

Golden BoyGolden Boyss
Stamper, Phil

The Girl FThe Girl From The Searom The Sea
Ostertag, Molly Knox

Rise to the SunRise to the Sun
Johnson, Leah

The MThe Mythic Koda Roseythic Koda Rose
Nissley, Jennifer

YYA STAMPERA STAMPER
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YYA GN OSTERTAGA GN OSTERTAG YYA JOHNSONA JOHNSON
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The KindredThe Kindred
Dow, Alechia

YYA DOWA DOW

Accused of murdering the royal family, Duke Felix
Hamdi goes on the run with Joy, his Kindred
mind-pairing, and discovers the true strength--and
love--of the Kindred bond to expose the truth.OvOverdriverdrive e-booke e-book

Hooppla audiobookHooppla audiobook

OvOverdriverdrive e-booke e-book
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The Bone SpindleThe Bone Spindle
Vedder, Leslie

YYA VEDDERA VEDDER

When she pricks her finger on a bone spindle,
treasure hunter Fi is stuck with the spirit of Briar
Rose, a prince under a sleeping curse, and must
team up with a tough-as-dirt girl warrior to free
the prince--and herself.
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Albertalli, Beck
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On TOn Top of Glassop of Glass
Manta, Karina

BISEXUAL GIRL (BiographBISEXUAL GIRL (Biography)y)

A figure skating champion and star of Cirque de
Soleil's on-ice show, AXEL shares her struggles
with not only queerness but also body image,
panic attacks, first crushes and feeling different
than everybody around her.
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